October 21, 2022

It Was All Pre-Planned

Yesterday, I listed five pandemic planning meetings since 2000. Here at six more.

The 2015 SLC Simulation advanced Orwellian surveillance. The MARS 2017 participants planned how to blame markets in Wuhan. SPARS 2017 was run by Bill Gates. It pushed strategies that could squash treatment and push the vaccine. In 2018, the CLADE X exercise emphasized the need to control misinformation. The next year, Contagion 2019 planned for a pandemic with zero off-label use of medications. And in October 2019, Event 201 participants practiced canceling all vaccine critics on social media.

What we experienced was all pre-planned.


“This mock pandemic killed 150 million people. Next time it might not be a drill,” (about CLADE X EXERCISE) Lena H. Sun,, The Washington Post, May 30, 2018: https://wapo.st/3TfBYA2
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